
After 34 years of Melbourne International Arts Festival bringing the best of the world’s 
performing arts to Melbourne, the festival is working with its government partners (Visit 
Victoria and Creative Victoria) to create a yet to be named new major event from 2020 
onwards. The new festival is a call to arms and a celebration of the night; a surge of civic 
ceremony and nocturnal culture alongside large-scale artworks, site specific performances 
and major international artists.  
 
On the rise of the new moon on August 19, 2020, a new major cultural event for the Asia Pacific region 
will emerge in Melbourne. This new festival’s goal is to bring people out of their homes and into the 
streets and our iconic venues to mark, interrogate and celebrate a moment in time defined by the 
artists of today and tomorrow. 
 
Fun, public ceremony and togetherness will intersect with huge moments in performance, public art 
and music in a beautiful, messy and illuminating expression of our culture. 
 
We are looking for a Channel Manager to connect this new festival with new and diverse audiences. 
This role is suited to a culture consumer and marketing whiz with strong experience in brand 
storytelling, content strategy and media planning.  
 
As a major cultural event, this new festival aims to reach beyond the arts bubble to connect with the 
multitude of diverse humans who make up our city. We are on the hunt for a digital native with a 
strategic yet fun approach to multi-channel content marketing. 
 
You are an insights-loving social guru with an eye for good content and flair for witty words. You know 
your way around social media business platforms – in fact, you’re probably scrolling Instagram and 
have a Facebook tab open in your browser right now. You are naturally curious about how people 
connect and consume content online and always on the lookout with for the latest digital trend.  
 
You are super organised and understand how to manage content plans and workflow. You thrive in a 
team environment and believe the best work comes from collaboration.  
 
Day to day you will: 

- Devise and implement a channel strategy for connecting the festival brand story with new 
audience segments 

- Develop and manage timelines for the festival’s owned and paid channels 
- Manage workflow for content development  
- Work with Content and Engagement team as well as external agencies to ensure content is 

channel-appropriate  
- Recruit specialists to consult on optimising content for new channels (eg WeChat, TikTok, etc) 
- Work cross-functionally with the Conversion team to ensure channels are delivering 

commercial results 
- Monitor and refine campaign content and channel mix based on performance  
- Provide regular reports on channel growth, content performance and ROI 

 
Skills you’ll need:  

- Bold strategic thinking and solid project management skills  
- Deep understanding of new media and content marketing 
- Understanding of digital targeting, re-targeting, advertising and analytics  
- Strong experience with AdWords, search marketing, Facebook Business Manager and other 

social business platforms 
- Experience with media planning and buying 



- Curiosity about emergent technology  
- Good written communication skills and a can-do attitude  
- A passion for connecting bold and ambitious art with new audiences. 

 
APPLY 
We welcome applications from people of all abilities, cultures and backgrounds. We acknowledge 
the Traditional Custodians of the lands on which we live, learn and work and we pay our respects 
to the Kulin Elders and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples. We encourage Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people to apply. 
 
Please email your CV to express your interest as soon as possible to Liz Jones if you wish to be 
considered for this wonderful opportunity 
liz@humantrilogy.com.au 
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